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Abstract
Chicken infectious anemia virus (CIAV) is an immunosuppressive disease that causes enormous
economic loss to the poultry industry worldwide, transmitted vertically and horizontally. In recent years,
CIAV outbreaks have frequently occurred in southern China since 2014, especially in the Guangdong
province. However, there is a lack of epidemiological studies of CIAV in Guangdong province. We
performed PCR by using the serum and tissue samples collected from seven cities of Guangdong
province. The PCR-positive tissue samples were inoculated into SPF eggs and MSB1 cells for virus
isolation by blind-passages three times. This study isolated and characterized 325 serum samples and
four tissue samples, the total positive CIAV rate of 62.15% in serum samples, and all four tissues were
positive for the CIAV. However, the virus could only be isolated from MSB1 cells. Sequence analysis
revealed that the four isolated comparisons with those in the GenBank showed high nucleotide
similarities and were near clade C2. Our data showed over 60% of positive cases for CIAV serological
analysis consist of seven cities, Which may lead to severe immunosuppressive effects in chickens. In
summary, these �ndings provide new insights to guide molecular epidemiological surveillance of CIAV in
Guangdong province.

Introduction
Chicken infectious anemia virus (CIAV) is an important causative agent of immunosuppressive disease in
chickens worldwide [1]. The �rst CIAV case was isolated from a vaccine in Japan [2, 3], whereas in China,
the �rst isolated case was reported in 1992, from a local market in the north and east mainland regions
[4]. In southern China, research on the live poultry market shows that the virus's prevalence is as high as
87% [5]. In recent years, poultry surveys have reported that the seropositivity rate of CIAV is high across
farms in 3 provinces in China (Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Anhui) [6]. These data indicate the widespread
distribution of CIAV in China.

The CIAV virion is non-enveloped, icosahedral, and approximately about 25 ~ 26.5 nm [7]. Its genome
sequence is highly conserved, containing 3 ORFs (Open Reading Frames), VP1 (1350 bp), VP2 (651 bp),
and VP3 (366 bp) [8, 9]. The ORF-encoding proteins with non-structural proteins (VP2, VP3) and capsid
protein (VP1) [10–12] are considered primary immunogenicity proteins [10–11].

Data from whole-genome analysis across public databases reveal that CIAV is classi�ed into four
clusters, namely: A, B, C, and D [13]. Globally, Clusters A and B are the most common [14]. In China,
clusters A and D are reported to be on the rise [15, 16]. However, little is known regarding the epidemiology
of CIAV in Guangdong province, despite the high chicken density. We believe our data have the potential
to increased attention and concern in this �eld.

Methods
Cells
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The chicken lymphoblastoid cell line MDCC-MSB1 [17] was used for propagation and infectivity titration
of CIAV. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Gibco, USA) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Hyclone, USA), at 37℃ in 5% CO2 atmosphere.

Samples collection

We collected 325 specimens from 14 breeding farms that did not vaccinate their chickens against CIAV in
Guangzhou, Huizhou, Qingyuan, Jiangmen, Zhuhai, Zhongshan, Shantou between July 2018 and March
2019. Besides, four tissue samples were obtained from breeder farms in Huizhou, Jiangmen, and Lufeng.
The tissues were washed twice with cold sterile PBS, homogenized, and centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 10
min at 4℃. The supernatant was inoculated with 1% Strepto-penicillin (Sigma, USA), and the contents
were stored at -80 ℃ for further use.

Cloning and sequencing of the viral genome

DNA was extracted from the tissue samples using the AxyPrep Body Fluid Viral DNA/RNA Miniprep Kit
(Axygen, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA quality and quantity were determined using
a spectrophotometer, and the samples were stored at -20℃ until further use.

PCR was used to detect CIAV by targeting the VP1, VP2, and VP3 genes. PCRs were performed using the
Premix Taq™ (Takara, Japan). Thermocycling conditions were as follows: 4 min denaturation step at
94℃, followed by 30 cycles of 30 s at 94℃, 30 s at 53℃, and 45 s at 72℃ with a 10min elongation step
at 72℃. Primer sequences are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Primers used for the identi�cation of CIAV and amplifying Full-length VP1, VP2, and VP3 genes.

Primer name Sequence 5’ to 3’ Length

CIAV-F GCTCTCCAAGAAGATACTCCA 723 bp

CIAV-R TATGTTAGGTTCATTGACGCT

CIAV-F684 AGTAGGTATACGCAAGGCGGT 684 bp

CIAV-R684 AGCCTCACACTATACGTA

CIAV-F1243 GCGGTATCGTAGACGAGC 1243 bp

CIAV-R1243 CCCTTTTCAGGGCTGCG

Isolation of the virus

Primers for the VP1 gene were designed for CIAV detection. The virus was isolated from all PCR-positive
tissue, 200 µL inoculated into the yolk sac cavity and allantoic sac of 9-day-old SPF embryonated chicken
eggs, harvested in 19-day-old, and blind passaged three times.
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MSB1 cells (2.5 x 105 cells/mL) in suspension culture supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-
streptomycin were inoculated with the tissue supernatant at a ratio of 1:10. Inoculated cells were sub-
cultured every 2-4 days by adding fresh medium at a rate of 1:5. Cells were examined regularly to assess
the cytopathic effects (CPE).

Indirect immuno�uorescence assays (IFA)

The CIAV caused little or no damage to MSB1 cells. Consequently, indirect immuno�uorescence assays
(IFA) were used to estimate the infection rate based on the number of MSB1 cells infected by CAIV.
Pathological cells were �xed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Solarbio, China) for 10 min and then blocked with
1% BSA for 30 min. They were subsequently incubated with positive sera (500 fold dilution) for 1 h and
washed thrice with PBS. This was followed by incubation with goat anti-chicken IgY (1000-fold dilution)
for 1 h in the dark. Fluorescing MSB1 cells were observed, counted, and photographed under an inverted
�uorescence microscope.

Sequence analysis

DNAman software was used to analyze sequence data and splice full-length nucleotide sequences of the
CIAV genome. We manually edited the sequences using Bioedit (Version 7.12) software and used them as
queries to identify and retrieve identical CIAV nucleotide sequences in the GenBank, using the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). Multiple sequence alignments were performed using the ClustalX
algorithm, followed by phylogenetic analysis using the Maximum likelihood algorithm in MEGAX (Version
10.1.8), and based on the Tamura-Nei model and 1000 bootstrap replications.

Results
Identi�cation of CIAV

Serological analysis identi�ed over 60% positive cases for CIAV (202/325) and all the cases were
recorded across each city (Fig. 1). Across breeder farms, Zhuhai, Qingyuan and Jiangmen, recorded 56.67
(17/30), 70.97 (22/31), and 85.71% (24/28) positive cases, respectively. Besides, 88.16 (67/76), 100
(19/19), and 100% (26/26) of samples collected from broilers in Huizhou, Zhongshan, and Shantou,
respectively, were positive. Notably, we found no positive cases across 16 serum samples collected from
single breeds of chicken. In contrast 73.33% (11/15) of the remaining single chicken breeds were
positives for CIAV from the same farm in Foshan. Similarly, 22 samples from breeder farms were negative
for CIAV (Fig. 1). Overall, these �ndings showed that biosafety-based management plays an essential role
in the reduction of CIAV transmission.

PCR-based CIAV detection

Agarose gel electrophoresis showed that all four tissue samples were positive for CIAV (Fig. 2).

Phylogenetic analysis
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Analysis of VP1, VP2, and VP3 genes in the four isolates revealed neither nucleotide insertions nor
deletions. The VP1 amino acid hypervariable sequences in the four isolates were KSQAAENWPNCWL.
This sequence contributed to host-associated pathogenicity and cell tropism[6]. The four CIAV strains in
VP1 share the same glutamine (Q) at position 394, which is an essential determinant of virulence, and
previous studies show that it might be highly pathogenic[9]. Nucleotide sequence data reported are
available in the GenBank databases under the accession numbers CIAV-GDHZ2-VP1, MW817563; CIAV-
GDHZ1-VP1, MW817564; CIAV-GDJM-VP1, MW817565; CIAV-GDLF-VP1, MW817566; CIAV-GDHZ1-VP2,
MW817567; CIAV-GDHZ2-VP2, MW817568; CIAV-GDJM-VP2, MW817569; CIAV-GDLF-VP2, MW817570;
CIAV-GDHZ1-VP3, MW817571; CIAV-GDHZ2-VP3, MW817572; CIAV-GDJM-VP3, MW817573; CIAV-GDLF-
VP3, MW817574.

There were six single amino acid substitutions across the four CIAV genes (Table 2). 

Table 2 Comparison of amino acid sequence mutations in the four CIAV genes

Gene VP1 VP2 VP3

Amino acid position

Strain 157 265 281 287 221 115

CIAV-GDLF M T D S G G

CIAV-GDJM V A G N G G

CIAV-GDHZ1 V T D S G G

CIAV-GDHZ2 V T D S A A

Nucleotide identities for VP1 ranged between 98.7~99.3%. Compared with other domestic and overseas
epidemic strains, VP1 showed 94.1~99.6% and 94.6~99.0% identities, respectively. VP2 in the four CIAV
strains showed identities ranging between 99.7~100%, while comparisons with other domestic and
overseas epidemic strains resulted in 98.5~100% and 98.8~100%, respectively. Finally, VP3 showed
identities ranging between 99.7~100% in the four CIAV strains, with 98.6~100, and 98.4~100%
similarities to domestic and overseas strains.

The maximum likelihood algorithm, based on VP1 of the CIAV strains in this study, yielded lower scores;
hence we adopted the neighbor-joining method for constructing a phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3). Most of the
overseas strains were clustered in clades A and B. Those from Australia formed a single clade, while
most domestic strains from China, including the four strains in this study, were found in clade C.

CIAV-YM strain (Vaccine Strain), together with CIAV-F10 and CIAV-N22, clustered into clade B. Therefore,
the four strains isolated in this study did not mutate from the vaccine strains because of the long genetic
distance. The four strains were located within the same branch C2. But CIAV-GDHZ2 was closely related
to CIAV-GD-N-12 and CIAV-GD-L-12, isolated from Guangdong province (clade C2). Notably, CIAV-GDHZ1
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and CIAV-GDHZ2 strains were both isolated from the same chicken breed on the same farm.
Nevertheless, the phylogenetic tree showed that they did not have a close distance in relatedness,
suggesting that there may have been more than one strain on the same farms at the same time (Fig. 3).

CIAV isolation from MSB1 cells

Primers for the VP1 gene were used to detect CIAV. PCR-positive tissue homogenate supernatant was
inoculated into 9-day-old SPF embryonated chicken eggs and blind-passaged three times. However, none
of the eggs tested positive for the virus.

Inoculation of MSB1 cells with the same tissue homogenate supernatant induced cytopathic changes,
such as cell swelling, fragmentation, and increased debris, after continuous passage as revealed by
microscopic examination. Serial passage of the four CIAV isolates onto MSB1 cells for 5 to 6 generations
showed marked cytopathies under the microscope (Fig. 4). These cytopathies were consistent with those
reported by Cardona[18].

Indirect immuno�uorescence assays (IFA)

After MSB1 cells were infected with CIAV-GDJM for 72 h and blind passaged six times, they were
subjected to indirect immuno�uorescence assay. Results showed green �uorescence in the test group
(Fig. 5 A and B) but not in the control group (Fig. 5 C and D). These �ndings con�rmed that the virus
isolated in this experiment was CIAV.

Discussion
Chicken farming and consumption is high in China, with Guangdong being the critical region for
industrial poultry breeding and consumption. Effective control of poultry diseases is an essential goal for
poultry breeding in the country. Several studies have investigated CIAV, which causes high mortality rates
and induces immunosuppression. Recently, high positive CIAV antibody rates in chickens have attracted
considerable interest in China. Our results revealed that chickens in parts of Jiangsu had a positive rate
of CIAV antibody of 39.1%, whereas those in Anhui had a 63.6% rate. However, the epidemiological
characteristics of CIAV in Guangdong province are not well-known.

Serological analysis of CIAV strains

Analysis of 325 serum samples in this study revealed visible clinical symptoms in most chicken, and a
62.15% positive rate of CIAV antibody was reported. These results suggest the occurrence of CIAV in more
regions. Our results showed that two different chicken breeds had completely different CIAV positive rates
on the same farm, indicating that the response to CIAV may be breed-speci�c. Moreover, we observed a
considerable difference in the positive rate of CIAV between the breeder farms and six free-range chicken
households across Huizhou. The observed increase in positive CIAV rates may be attributed to the higher
stocking density of all the households relative to reasonable stocking rates in the breeder farm. A strict
bio-safety management approach can reduce CIAV cases. We detected positive CIAV cases in 6 of the
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seven breeding farms. Since CIAV can be transmitted vertically from the female to the offspring, the
actual number of CIAV infections may be higher than observed herein. Although the total number of
samples collected in this study was limited, we selected sampling sites according to the breeding density
of chickens in Guangdong province. The seven chosen cities herein yielded samples that were positive for
CIAV. Therefore, signi�cant attention should be directed to CIAV infections in Guangdong province. To
effectively prevent and control CIAV, strict bio-safety management measures must be combined with
quarantine in all farms and households to prevent transmission.

Phylogenetic analysis of CIAV strains

Previous studies have shown that the amino acid glutamine (Q) at position 394 in VP1 determines CIAV's
pathogenicity [7]. The virus with glutamine was highly pathogen and low pathogenicity for viruses with
histidine [19]. Analysis of the CIAV strains across the Genbank database revealed that most of the residue
394 of the VP1 protein was also glutamine. In this study, all CIAV strains isolated from chickens had
similar sites represented by high pathogenicity [20]. Previous studies report that amino acids at positions
139 and 144 were not glutamine, indicating that the viruses may promote viral growth and spread. Our
sequence analysis showed that the VP1 proteins in this study were highly homologous (94.1%~99.6%)
relative to others across the database, as well as VP2 and VP3 proteins. A comparison among all three
proteins revealed relatively less conservation[21], indicating that VP1 protein is the only capsid protein
exposed on the virion surface. This may be due to selection pressure and the immune response. There are
four mutations outside the hypervariable region of VP1, V157M, T265A, D281G, and S287N, which have
never been previously described. Future research should pay attention to the effects of the four mutations
in pathogenicity, replication, and host range on CIAV. Moreover, all sequences were relatively conserved,
and epidemiological analysis showed that CIAV strains in Guangdong province mainly clustered in clade
C2, with all 4 CIAV isolates located in this clade. Besides, a signi�cant genetic distance was noted
between the four isolates and CIAV-YM strains (Vaccine Strain) (Fig. 3). CIAV-GDHZ1 and CIAV-GDHZ2
strains from the same batches on the same farm recorded a relatively large genetic distance with the
other two CIAV in this study. Our study reveals possible multiple CIAV infections on the same farm.

Isolation of CIAV strains

Viral isolation by using speci�c pathogen-free (SPF) embryonated chicken eggs or MDCC-MSB1 cells, can
provides a favorable proliferation environment [17]. In the present study, we used both methods (SPF
embryonated chicken eggs and MSB1 cells) to isolate the virus. The results suggested that different
isolation methods affect CIAV proliferation differently. Follow-up analysis using PCR revealed that the
samples were negative for CIAV and that the virus did not proliferate under these conditions (Inoculation
of SPF embryonated chicken eggs). The reason for this negative effect is obvious, and several factors
may be involved, such as human factors. Nevertheless, these results were attributed to several amino
acid mutations. Besides, how the virus-host interactions in�uence the outcome remains an important
question. Microscopic analysis following virus isolation revealed morphological changes, including
cellular swelling, fragmentation, and other cytopathic changes. Indirect immuno�uorescence microscopy
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assay also showed green �uorescence in the test group. These data prove that CIAV spread during this
study differed signi�cantly in hosts. Factors that in�uence virus-host interaction require further
investigation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we included 325 serum samples and 4 tissue samples collected from breeding farms in
seven major cities of Guangdong province between July 2018 and March 2019 to characterize and
isolate CIAV strains. The overall CIAV positivity rate was close to 63%.

All four tissue samples CIAV genome share a common characteristic (nucleotide homology
98.7%~99.3%). Based on the phylogenetic analysis, Clade C2 appears more strongly associated with the
four virus isolates, and four samples were collected from the same location but divided into two groups.
Those data indicate that the CIAV might have mixed infections with several poultry diseases, and the
mechanism of CIAV induced immunosuppression is still unclear. This study may give the information
generated could be used for epidemiological surveillance and preventive measures.
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Figure 1

Pro�les of positive CIAV cases across each sampled area (Positive nucleic acid detection).
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Figure 2

Detection of VP1 gene from CIAV in sampled tissues using PCR. M: A 2000 bp DNA marker 1: negative
control, 2: Positive control, 3: CIAV-GDJM (723 bp), 4: CIAV-GDLF (723 bp), 5: CIAV-GDHZ1 (723 bp), 6:
CIAV-GDHZ2 (723 bp).
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Figure 3

Phylogenetic analysis of the nucleic acid sequence of VP1 protein using the Maximum likelihood
algorithm implemented in MEGAX (Version 10.1.8). Circles represent the four CIAV strains isolated, and
triangles represent the vaccine strains.
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Figure 4

CIAV-GDJM uploading to the 6th generation CPE in MSB1. A Experimental group (200×) B Experimental
group (100×). C Control group (100×) D Control group (200×).
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Figure 5

IFA infected with MSAV1 cells by CIAV-GDJM for 72 h. A: Experimental group within 72 h post-infection
(200×). B: Experimental group within 72 h post-infection (100×). C: Control group without infection after
72 h (200×). D: Control group without infection after 72 h (100×).


